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One of the least valuable tools for learning English is the use of the collocation dictionary. Collocation can be defined as words that go together. In other words, some words tend to go in other words. If you think about how you use your own language for a moment, you will quickly learn that you tend to speak phrases or groups of words that go together in
your mind. We speak pieces of tongue. For example: I'm tired of waiting for the bus in the afternoon. The English speaker does not think about ten separate words, but rather they think in phrases I am tired of waiting for the bus and the afternoon. That's why sometimes you can say something right in English, but it just doesn't sound right. For example: I'm
tired of standing behind the bus in the afternoon. For someone who has an image of the situation standing behind the bus, it makes sense, but standing up goes along with the queue. So while the sentence makes sense, it's not quite right. As students improve their English, they tend to learn more phrases and idiotic language. It is also important to learn
collocations. In fact, I would say that this is the most underutilized tool for most students. Thesaurus is very helpful in finding synonyms and antonyms, but a dictionary of colloocations can help you learn the right phrases in context. I recommend the Oxford Dictionary of Colloocations for English students, but there are other colloocation resources such as
consent databases. Try these exercises to help you use the colloocation dictionary to improve your vocabulary. Choose a profession that interests you. Visit The Occupational Outlook website and read the specifics of the profession. Notice the general terms that are used. Next, look at these terms in the collocations dictionary to expand your vocabulary by
studying the relevant collocations. Example Planes and Avionics Keywords from Professional Outlook: Equipment, Maintenance, etc. From the Dictionary of Colloocations: Adjectives: new, modern, modern, high-tech, etc. Types of equipment: medical equipment, radar equipment, telecommunications equipment, etc. Verb and equipment: provide equipment,
equipment for supply, install equipment, etc. Phrases: correct equipment, correct equipment from the dictionary of colloocations: Adjectives: , preventative, etc. Maintenance types: building maintenance, maintenance software, maintenance, etc. Verb and maintenance: maintenance, maintenance, etc. Maintenance and noun: maintenance, maintenance,
noun: maintenance staff, maintenance costs, maintenance schedule, etc. on a daily basis at work, school or at home. Look at the word in the colloocation dictionary. Next, imagine a related situation and write a paragraph or more using important collocations to describe it. The item will repeat the keyword too often, but it is an exercise. Repeatedly using your
key term, you create a link in your mind on a variety of collocations with your target word. Example Key Term: Business Situation: Contract Negotiations Example Item We are working on a business transaction with an investment company that does business with profitable businesses around the world. We set up a business two years ago, but we have been
very successful thanks to our business strategy. The CEO's business acumen is outstanding, so we look forward to doing business with them. The company is headquartered in Dallas, Texas. They have been operating for over fifty years, so we expect their business experience to be the best in the world. Make a list of important collocations. Commitment to
use at least three collocies every day in your conversations. Try it, it's harder than you think, but it really helps with memorizing new words. By Adrian Grahams Switching your Apple iPhone to Russian or other language settings can make switching the iPhone back into English difficult. Russian uses a different alphabet and a special set of characters, making
guessing the right menu options more difficult than with unfamiliar Western language. However, you can change the settings of the iPhone language from Russian to English if you know the correct graphic icon or position for each version of the settings menu. Click the Settings button with the gear icon on your home screen. Tap the General tab, which has
the same image icon transmission as the main app settings. The overall settings screen contains several menu options located in groups. Click on the International tab, which is the third tab in the sixth group of menu settings on the general settings screen. He is in the only group with four options. Tap the Tab Language, which is the first menu option on the
international screen. Choose English from a list of language options available. English is at the top of the list. Click on the blue Made button in the top right corner of the screen to complete the procedure and change the settings of the iPhone language from Russian to English. 8 Filipino is the official language of the Philippines along with English. It is also
very similar to the Tagalog language, also known in the region. In any case, travelers and holidaymakers do not need to learn the whole language. A good translation dictionary or phrasebook should be enough for most. Your smartphone can definitely help you with this. In fact, it's probably easier than buying actual phrasebooks or dictionaries. Here are the
best Filipino English dictionaries and phrasebooks for Android! Philippine DictionaryPrice: FreeFilipino Dictionary is a simple but effective dictionary application. This translates only between Filipino and English. It works very well. Some of the app's features include stand-alone support, automatic sentences, audio pronunciations, synonyms, antonyms and
more. The app also comes with manuals for practice and memorization. It's a bit simple, but the user interface interface well, and it's easy to use. Also, it's completely free without in-app purchases. There are ads. We would like a way to pay to remove them. Philippine English TranslatorPrice: FreeFilipino English Translator is another simple translator
application. It translates from Filipino to English and vice versa. It works for voice, input and handwriting. The app also makes individual words and whole sentences. This should be good enough for most travelers. Some other features include Tagacal language support and translations from the clipboard. That's all he does. It's a good, simple, easy app. It's
also free with advertising. There is no way to remove advertising and that is about its only real problem. Google Play Books (and similar apps) Price: Free/Book Prices varyGoogle Play Books (and similar apps) work well for this kind of thing. Ebook retailers have a variety of Filipino-to-English dictionaries, phrasebooks, and practice books. We recommend
1001 Exercises for Filipino and English, Pocket Tagalog Dictionary, and 3000 Vocabulary terms. Most e-books for this cost are under $15. The app also supports autonomous downloading, cross-device synchronization, and book search. It's an old-school method. However, this is a new way for schools to do this. The app is free and most books cost a few
bucks. Google TranslatePrice: FreeGoogle Translate is probably the best app for this kind of thing. It translates between more than 100 languages online and 59 languages offline. We download every language. So you can only roll with one or as much as you need. The app also supports words and full sentences. Input options include camera, voice,
handwriting, and text input. It can even translate conversations in real time. The app is especially for travelers and holidaymakers. It's also completely free without advertising or in-app purchases. Microsoft TranslatorPrice: FreeMicrosoft Translate is good for the same reason Google Translate is good. He can translate between a bunch of languages on the
fly. It works for more than 60 languages and Filipino is one of them. It features offline translations so you can use it anywhere. In addition, you get translations through the OCR camera app, voice translations, and split screen mode so that two people can talk to their phone and get different answers. Frankly, for things like travel or research, it's just as good
as Google Translate. The only real difference is Google Translate has slightly better translations and support more languages. Bonus: Philippine Learning appsPrice: Free/VariesOf course, it's always an opportunity to just flat out learn the language. Most language learning apps have phrasebooks, dictionaries, memorization techniques, practical features and
more. It has all the things a traveler would need along with a ton of other things too. These apps tend to be more expensive. However, you get a metric ton of content. It may be redundant for someone to just take a vacation or a weekend business trip. However, those who plan to return may want to simply learn the language. If we missed any great Filipino
English dictionaries or phrasebooks, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Lists! russian english bilingual visual dictionary pdf free download. russian to english dictionary pdf free download. oxford picture dictionary english russian pdf free download. russian english dictionary pdf free
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